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A platform for the local manufacturing industry –
Amsterdam MADE works with brands to guarantee
sustainable and locally produced quality goods.

PRECIOSA

To wear a Preciosa frame is to own a little piece of history.
Since 1936, we have been designing and producing classic
handmade eyewear using traditional skills and materials.
Family-owned, we are the sole manufacturers of spectacles
in Holland. Unique, artisanal frames for independent minds.
frameholland.com

MISTER KITCHEN’S
7 PEANUT BUTTERS

Three Amsterdam-based
friends created perfect
peanut butter with cool
flavours and no palm oil.
Adding their favourite
ingredients into the mix
has resulted in seven
irresistible jars (like salty
caramel and honey chili).
misterkitchen.com

KYWIE COOLER

The creative behind the brand
noticed how flight safety
instructions and other airline
expressions give the same
clarity of mind and sense
of direction when used in
our turbulent daily lives.
Chickenorpasta offers
sustainable basics to help
you make sustainable choices.
Are you ready for take off?

Dutch brand KYWIE® developed sheepskin bottle holders
using the insulating properties of wool. Counterintuitive as it
may sound, the woollen lining keeps your pre-chilled wine cold
for hours! The lightweight ‘wooler’ is perfect for travel too.
kywie.com

VINX JEWELRY

GIN 1689

Gin 1689 is made based
on the 350-year-old gin
recipe that started the gin
craze in 1689. Dutch king
William of Orange first
introduced it to the British
population after being
named King of England and
before long, gin became
even more popular than
beer and ale.
gin1689.com

CHICKEN OR PASTA?

Vinx jewelry embodies more
than just beauty, passion
and authenticity, it reflects
the heritage and wisdom of
traditional Dutch crafts that
have been passed on from
generation to generation.
Vinx jewels are more than
just beauty-enhancing
ornaments, they are also
valuable heirlooms.

chickenorpasta.nl

exclusivejewelryamsterdam.com

SUGAR REBEL CANDY STICKS

Sugar Rebel is an Amsterdam-based candy brand, fighting
back against the anti-sugar movement and reminding us
that a little bit of everything is good for you. So, if you’re going
to have some sugar, make it good and make it fun.
sugar-rebel.nl

View all Amsterdam MADE makers on amsterdammade.org

